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ABSTRACT

In this paper we present Community Assessment (COMAS), a trust-based assessment service that
helps compute group opinion from the perspective of a specific community member. We apply CO-
MAS in the context of communities of learners, and we compute the group opinion from the per-
spective of the teacher. Specifically, our model relies on teacher assessments, aggregations of student
assessments and trust measures derived from student assessments to suggest marks to assignments that
have not been assessed by the teacher. The proposed model intends to support intelligent online learn-
ing applications by 1) encouraging students to assess one another, and 2) benefiting from students’
assessments. We believe the task of assessing massive numbers of students is of special interest to
online learning communities, such as Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs). Experimental results
were conducted on a real classroom datasets as well as simulated data that considers di↵erent social
network topologies (where we say students assess some assignments of socially connected students).
Results show that our method 1) is sound, i.e. the error of the suggested assessments decreases for
increasing numbers of teacher assessments; and 2) scales for large numbers of students.

c� 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Self and peer assessments have clear pedagogical advan-
tages (Lu and Zhang, 2012; Topping, 1998; Stepanyan et al.,
2009; Hannon, 2009; Jenkins, 2009). Students increase their
responsibility and autonomy, get a deeper understanding of the
subject, become more active in the learning process, reflect on
their role in group learning, and improve their judgment skills.
Online learning communities encourage di↵erent types of peer-
to-peer interactions along the learning process. These interac-
tions permit students to get more feedback, to be more moti-
vated to improve, and to compare their own work with other
students accomplishments. Teachers, on the other hand, benefit
from these interactions as they get a clearer perception of the
students engagement and learning process. Encouraging online
interactions, group discussion, feedback and user engagement
is an essential part of any intelligent tutoring system or social
platform (Bickmore et al., 2013; Yee-King et al., 2013).

In this paper we describe and analyze Community Assess-
ment (COMAS), a trust-based assessment service embedded in
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our lesson planning tool PeerFlow1 (de Jonge et al., 2014). The
teacher is expected to mark a small set of assignments. Sim-
ilarly, students are expected to assess an even smaller number
of their students’ assignments. For all assignments not assessed
by the teacher, COMAS suggests assessments based on aggre-
gating students’ assessments. This aggregation takes into con-
sideration the similarity between the students’ assessments and
those of the teacher. COMAS’s behaviour is such that the more
assessments by the teacher the better the suggested assessments
are.

COMAS has been evaluated over 2 groups of 13 years old
students of English attending a state school near Barcelona.
Di↵erent assignments were assigned to students which had to
be assessed following a set of evaluation criteria (instructional
rubrics).

This work has direct application in communities of learners
where the totality of assessments to be made by a teacher is
simply not feasible because of the sheer size of the commu-
nity, as it is so commonly the case in MOOCs. More generally,
this work can also be applied to online communities where rat-

1
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ings of objects are needed by an assessor but cannot be accom-
plished because of the large quantity of items that need to be
assessed. As a result, the assessor can rely on peer assessments,
by giving more weight to peer assessments whose providers had
a closer assessment profile to the assessor in question (that is,
those whose past assessments were similar to the past assess-
ments of the assessor in question). For instance, think of a se-
nior program committee member in a large peer review process
who needs to decide what are the final marks of reviewed pa-
pers, or a user in an e-commerce scenario where the user needs
to build up the opinion about products evaluated by others.

Our inspiration comes from a use case explored in the EU-
funded PRAISE project (www.iiia.csic.es/praise). This project
enables online virtual communities of students with common
musical interests to come together and share their music prac-
tice so the process of learning becomes social. Teachers de-
fine lesson plans as pedagogical workflows of activities, such
as uploading recorded songs, consulting automatic performance
analysis tools, engaging in peer feedback (which is considered
an essential part of the learning process), or performing a re-
flexive pedagogy analysis. Once a lesson plan is defined, stu-
dents can navigate through the activities, upload assignments,
practice their assignments, assess each other, and so on. The
tools developed within PRAISE allow teachers to monitor what
students have done and to assess some of them. COMAS then
helps teachers in the assessment process by relying on the as-
sessments of the students to decrease the assessment load of
teachers.

The contributions of this work are: 1) presenting a novel al-
gorithm that suggests assessments for assignments in the edu-
cation domain based on teacher and students’ assessments; 2)
experimentally showing that the algorithm works well in a real
setting; and 3) experimentally showing that the algorithm scales
for large numbers of students.

This paper opens with a section on related work (Section 2).
We then describe in detail the Community Assessment model
(Section 3). We experimentally evaluate the accuracy of our
method on a real classroom dataset, as well as on simulated data
considering di↵erent topologies of student interactions (Section
4). Finally, we conclude with a discussion of the results and
future work (Section 5).

2. Related Work

Previous works have proposed di↵erent methods of peer as-
sessment as part of the learning process with the added ad-
vantage of helping teachers in the sometimes daunting task of
marking large quantities of students.

Piech et al. (2013) propose a method to estimate student re-
liability and correct student biases. They assume the existence
of a true score for every assignment, which is unobserved and
to be estimated. Every grader is associated with a bias, which
reflects the grader’s tendency to inflate or deflate his or her as-
sessments with respect to the true score. Also, graders are as-
sociated with a reliability, which reflects how close the grader’s
assessments tend to land near the corresponding true score, af-
ter having them corrected for bias. Authors infer the value of

these unobserved variables using known approximated infer-
ence methods such as Gibbs sampling. The models proposed
are therefore probabilistic and they are compared to the grade
estimation algorithm used on Coursera’s platform, which does
not take into account individual biases and reliabilities.

de Alfaro and Shavlovsky (2013) propose the CrowdGrader
framework, which defines a crowdsourcing algorithm for peer
evaluation. The authors claim that, when performing evalua-
tions, relying on a single evaluator is often impractical and can
be perceived as unfair. The method then combines students’ as-
sessments into one suggested assessment for each assignment,
relying on a reputation system. The reputation of each stu-
dent (or their accuracy degree) is measured by comparing the
student’s assessments with the assessments of their fellow stu-
dents for that same assignment. In other words, the reputation
of a student describes how far are his assessments from those of
his fellow students. The suggested assessment is calculated by
aggregating all student assessments weighted by the reputation
of the students providing them. The algorithm executes a fixed
number of iterations using the consensus grade to estimate the
reputation (or accuracy degree) of students, and in turn uses the
updated student’s reputation to compute more precise suggested
assessments.

PeerRank (Walsh, 2014) is based on the idea that the grade
of an agent is constructed from the grades it receives from
other agents, and the grade an agent gives to another agent its
weighted by the grading agent’s own grade. Thus, the grade
of an agent is calculated as a weighted average of the grades
of the agents evaluating the agent, and the grades of the eval-
uators are themselves weighted averages of the grades of other
agents evaluating them. The method is defined by a fixed point
equation, similar to the PageRank method where web-pages
are ranked according to the ranks of the web-pages that link
to them.

Wu et al. (2015) investigates consensus building between a
group of experts in a trust network. New trust relationships are
derived from the trust network and the trust scores of such re-
lationships are calculated using an averaging operator that ag-
gregates trust/distrust values from multiple trust paths in the
network. The trust score is used to distinguish the most trusted
expert from the group and, ultimately, to drive the aggregation
of the individual opinions in order to arrive at a group consen-
sual decision making solution. This work also includes a visual
consensus model to identify discordant opinions, produce rec-
ommendations to those experts that are furthest from the group,
and show future consensus status if experts are to follow the
recommendations.

Collaborative Filtering (Shardanand and Maes, 1995) is a so-
cial information filtering algorithm that recommends content to
users based on their previous preferences or ratings, exploiting
the similarities between the tastes of di↵erent users when rec-
ommending items. The basic idea is as follows:

1. The system maintains a user profile, which is a record of
the user’s ratings over specific items.

2. It computes a similarity measure between users’ profiles.
3. It recommends items to users with a rating that is a

weighted average of the ratings on that item given by other
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users. The weights are the similarity measures between the
profiles of users rating the item and the profile of the user
receiving the recommendation.

In this paper, and di↵erently from previous works, we define
the reliability of a student as a distance between the student’s
assessments and the teacher’s assessments over the same as-
signments. To compute such a reliability measure, we build
a trust network conformed of direct and indirect trust values
among community members. Direct trust values are derived
from common assessments while indirect trust is based in the
notion of transitivity. Our target is to accurately estimate un-
known assessments from the teacher’s point of view, based on
the students assessments and reliability.

In the experimental evaluation of our system, we compare
with CF but not with others because CF is the only one that
biases the final computation towards the opinion of a particular
member of the community. Furthermore, CF has been widely
adopted by the industry. Recommendation services, as the ones
provided by Amazon, Youtube or Last.fm, are typical examples
of services based on the CF algorithm.

3. Community Assessment

In this section we introduce COMAS.

3.1. Notation and preliminaries
We say an online course has a teacher ⌧, a set of students
S, and a set of assignments A that need to be marked by the
teacher and/or students with respect to a given set of criteria C.

The suggested assessment state S is then defined as the tuple:

S = hR,A,C,Li

R = {⌧} [ S defines the set of possible referees (or markers),
where a referee could either be the teacher ⌧ or some student
s 2 S. A is the set of submitted assignments that need to
be marked. C = hc1, . . . , cni is the set of criteria that assign-
ments are marked upon. L is the set of marks (or assess-
ments) made by referees, such that L : R ⇥ A ! [0, �]n (we
assume marks to be real numbers between 0 and some maxi-
mum value �). In other words, we define a single assessment
as: µ⇢↵ = hm1, . . . ,mni, where ↵ 2 A, ⇢ 2 R, and mi 2 [0, �]
describes the mark provided by the referee ⇢ on criteria ci.

Similarity between marks. We define a similarity function
sim : [0, �]n ⇥ [0, �]n ! [0, 1] to determine how close two
assessments µ⇢↵ and µ⌘↵ are. We calculate the similarity between
assessments µ⇢↵ = {m1, . . . ,mn} and µ⌘↵ = {m01, . . . ,m0n} as fol-
lows:

sim(µ⇢↵, µ
⌘
↵) = 1 �

nX

i=1

|mi � m0i |

nX

i=1

�

(1)

This measure satisfies the basic properties of a fuzzy simi-
larity (Godo and Rodrı́guez, 2008). Other similarity measures
could be used.

3.2. Trust relations between referees

Teachers need to decide how much can they trust the assess-
ments made by students. We define this trust measure based
on the following two intuitions. Our first intuition states that if
the teacher and the student have both assessed the same assign-
ment, then the similarity of their marks can give a hint of how
close the judgments of the student and the teacher are. Sim-
ilarly, we can define the similarity of judgments of any two
students by looking into the common assignments evaluated
by both of them. However, cases may arise where there are
simply no assignments evaluated by both the teacher and some
particular student. In such a case, one may think of simply
neglecting (or not taking into account) that student’s opinion
(or mark) as the teacher would not know how much to trust
that student’s mark. Our second intuition, however, proposes
an alternative approach for such cases, where we approximate
that unknown trust between the teacher and the student by look-
ing into the chains of trust between the teacher and the student
through other students. In the following, we define these two
intuitions through two di↵erent types of trust relations:

• Direct trust: This is the trust between referees ⇢, ⌘ 2 R that
have at least one assignment assessed in common. The
trust value is the average of their assessments’ similarity
over the assignments assessed in common. Let the set A⇢,⌘
be the set of all assignments that have been assessed by
both referees. That is, A⇢,⌘ = {↵ | µ⇢↵ 2 L and µ⌘↵ 2 L}.
Then,

TD(⇢, ⌘) =
P
↵2A⇢,⌘ sim(µ⇢↵, µ

⌘
↵)

|A⇢,⌘|
(2)

One may also think of defining direct trust as the conjunc-
tion of the similarities for all common assignments as:

TD(⇢, ⌘) =
^

↵2A⇢,⌘
sim(µ⇢↵, µ

⌘
↵) (3)

However, this would not be practical, as a significant dif-
ference in just one assessment of those assessed by two
referees would make their mutual trust very low.

• Indirect trust: This is the trust between referees ⇢, ⌘ 2 R
that do not have any commonly assessed assignment. We
compute this trust as a transitive measure, considering
chains of referees for which there are pair-wise direct trust
values. We define a trust chain between ⇢ and ⌘ as a se-
quence of referees h⇢1, ..., ⇢i, ⇢i+1, . . . , ⇢mji where ⇢i 2 R,
⇢1 = ⇢ and ⇢m j = ⌘ and TD(⇢i, ⇢i+1) is defined for all pairs
(⇢i, ⇢i+1) with i 2 [1,mj�1]. Considering Q(⇢, ⌘) as the set
of all trust chains between ⇢ and ⌘, indirect trust is defined
as follows:

TI(⇢, ⌘) = max
q2Q(⇢,⌘)

Y

i2[1,mj�1]

TD(⇢i, ⇢i+1) (4)
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Hence, indirect trust is based on the notion of transitivity.2
Ideally, we would like to not overrate the trust of a teacher
on a student, that is, we would like that TD(a, b) � TI(a, b)
in all cases. Guaranteeing this in all cases is impossible,
but we can decrease the number of overtrusted students by
selecting an operator that gives low values to TI . In partic-
ular, we prefer to use the product

Q
operator, because this

is the t-norm that gives the smallest possible values. Other
operators could be used, for instance the min function.

Trust Graph. Direct and indirect trust values are represented in
a graph:

G = hR, E,wi
where the set of nodes R is the set of referees in S , E ✓ R⇥R

are edges between referees with direct or indirect trust relations,
and w : E ! [0, 1] provides the trust value. We note by D ⇢ E
the set of edges that link referees with direct trust. That is,
D = {e 2 E |TD(e) , ;}. An similarly, I ⇢ E for indirect trust,
I = {e2E |TI(e),;} \ D. Weights in w are defined as follows:

w(e) =

8>><
>>:

TD(e) , if e 2 D
TI(e) , if e 2 I

(5)

3.3. Trust-based community assessments

To suggest assessments, we propose to aggregate the assess-
ments of all referees on a given assignment, taking into con-
sideration how much trusted is each referee from the point of
view of the teacher (i.e. taking into consideration the trust of
the teacher on the referee in marking assignments). The com-
putation of the final suggested assessment relies therefore on
the trust graph built from past interactions.

Algorithm 1 implements the Community Assessment service
(COMAS). We keep the notation (⇢, ⌘) to refer to the edge con-
necting nodes ⇢ and ⌘ in the trust graph and Q(⇢, ⌘) to refer the
set of trust chains between ⇢ and ⌘.

The first thing the algorithm does is to build a trust graph
from L. For indirect links, we use Dijkstra’s algorithm to cal-
culate the path that maximizes the cost between the teacher and
students (where the cost is the product of trust values along the
path). For clarity in the pseudocode, we assume that the trust
graph is calculated from scratch considering all assessments in
L. For e�ciency purposes, the trust graph can be stored and up-
dated incrementally every time a new assessment is introduced.

Once trust values are calculated/updated, final assessments
are computed as follows. If the teacher marks an assignment,
then the teacher’s mark is considered as the final mark. Other-
wise, a weighted average (µ↵) of the marks of students is cal-
culated for this assignment, where the weight of each student
is the trust of the teacher on that student. To give more impor-
tance to the opinion of highly trusted students and diminish the
impact of assessments made by low trusted students, we power

2TI is based on a fuzzy-based similarity relation sim (Equation 1) and fulfill-
ing the ⌦-Transitivity property: sim(u, v) ⌦ sim(v,w)  sim(u,w), 8u, v,w 2 V ,
where ⌦ is a t-norm (Godo and Rodrı́guez, 2008).

the weight to a factor ! � 1. Other forms of aggregation could
be considered to calculate µ↵, for instance a student assessment
may be discarded if it is very far from the rest of assessments,
or if the referee’s trust falls below a certain threshold.

Algorithm 1: CommunityAssessment(S = hR,A,C,Li)
B Initial trust between referees is zero

D = I = ;;
for ⇢, ⌘ 2 R and ⇢ , ⌘ do

w(⇢, ⌘) = 0;
end

B Calculate direct trust between students
for ⇢, ⌘ 2 R and ⇢ , ⌘ do

A⇢,⌘ = {� | µ⇢� 2 L and µ⌘� 2 L};
if |A⇢,⌘| > 0 then

D = D [ (⇢, ⌘);
w(⇢, ⌘) = TD(⇢, ⌘);

end
end

B Calculate indirect trust between teacher & students
for ⇢ 2 R do

if (⌧, ⇢) < D and Q(⌧, ⇢) , ; then
I = I [ (⇢, ⌘);
w(⇢, ⌘) = TI(⌧, ⌘);

end
end

B Calculate suggested assessments
assessments = {};
for ↵ 2 A do

if µ⌧↵ 2 L then
B Teacher assessments are preserved

assessments = assessments [ µ⌧↵
else

B Generate suggested assessments
R0 = {⇢ | µ⇢↵ 2 L};
if |R0| > 0 then

µ↵ =

P
⇢2R0 µ

⇢
↵ ⇤ w(⌧, ⇢)!

P
⇢2R0 w(⌧, ⇢)!

;

assessments = assessments [ µ↵;
end

end
end
return assessments;

Figure 1 shows examples of four trust graphs built from four
assessment histories that corresponds to a chronological se-
quence of assessments. The criteria C in this example are speed
and maturity (taken from the musical domain) and the maxi-
mum mark value is � = 10. Black edges represent direct links
in D and red edges represent indirect links in I. For simplicity
we only represent those referees that have made assessments in
L.

In Figure 1(a) there is one node representing the teacher who
has made the only assessment over the assignment ex1 and there
are no links to other nodes as no one else has assessed any-
thing. In (b) student Dave assesses the same exercise as the
teacher and thus a link is created between them. The trust value
w(teacher,Dave) = TD(teacher,Dave) is high since their marks
were similar. In (c) a new assessment by Dave on ex2 is added
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(a) L={µteacher
ex1 =h5,5i} (b) L={µteacher

ex1 =h5,5i,µdave
ex1 =h6,6i}

(c) L={µteacher
ex1 =h5,5i,µdave

ex1 =h6,6i,µ
dave
ex2 =

h2,2i}
(d) L={µteacher

ex1 =h5,5i,µdave
ex1 =h6,6i,µ

dave
ex2 =

h2,2i,µpatricia
ex2 =h8,8i}

Fig. 1. Trust graph example 1.

to L with no consequences in the graph construction. In (d)
student Patricia adds an assessment on ex2 that allows to build
a direct trust between Dave and Patricia and an indirect trust
between the teacher and Patricia, through Dave. The suggested
assessments generated with COMAS in (d) are: h5, 5i for exer-
cise 1 (which preserves the teacher’s assessment) and h3.7, 3.7i
for exercise 2 (which uses the weighted aggregation of the stu-
dents assessments with ! = 1).

Note that the trust graph built from L is not necessarily con-
nected. Figure 2 shows an example of a trust graph of a par-
ticular learning community involving 50 students and a teacher.
When S has a history of 30 assessments (|L| = 30) we observe
that not all nodes are connected (Figure 2 (a)). As the number of
assessments increases, the trust graph becomes denser (Figure
2 (b)) and eventually it gets completely connected. In Figure 2
(c) we see a complete graph.

4. Evaluation

An assessment service is successful if teachers agree with the
suggested assessments and the computation time scales up to
large numbers of students. Therefore, evaluating an assessment
service needs to measure: 1) the level of agreement between
teacher’s opinion and the suggested assessments, and 2) that
this quality does not degrade with large number of students. For
the first measurement, we describe in Section 4.2 the results of
an experiment over real data. For the second measurement, we
show in Section 4.3 that the algorithm scales for a large number
of simulated students. Section 4.1 opens with the experimental
platform.

(a) |L| = 30 (b) |L| = 200

(c) |L| = 400

Fig. 2. Trust graph example 2

4.1. Experimental Platform

In our experimental platform we consider a course or class-
room where students submit the assignments. The teacher
marks all assignments (we consider this set the ground truth)
and students mark some of the assignments of their fellow stu-
dents.

From the existing literature on peer assessments, most works
(e.g. Piech et al. (2013); de Alfaro and Shavlovsky (2013);
Walsh (2014); Wu et al. (2015)) do not bias the final computa-
tion towards the opinion of any particular member of the com-
munity. In other words, every body plays an equal role in the
assessments. This is a radical di↵erence between COMAS and
the existing literature, except for Collaborative Filtering (CF).
CF recommends contents to users based on their previous rat-
ings (which constitute their profile), and selects only those opin-
ions from the community that are relevant to the profile of a
particular user. As such, it biases the overall recommendation
for that particular user. We adapt CF to our problem by consid-
ering the teacher and students profile as the set of their previous
assessments (rates). The items being rated are therefore the sub-
mitted assignments. In the case of the CF algorithm, the sug-
gested assessments are the recommendations that Collaborative
Filtering generates for the teacher. Community Assessment, on
the other hand, calculates the suggested assessments relying on
the direct and indirect trust values of the teacher on its students,
which allows us to capture the reliability of student assessments
from the point of view of the teacher.

Experimental evaluation runs as follows on every bench-
mark:

• First, a small subset of teacher assessments a⌧ is chosen
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randomly. We add these teacher assessments to CF and
COMAS.

• Second, we perform several iterations where:

– We add one student assessment to CF and COMAS,
chosen randomly.

– We generate suggested marks with the available in-
formation. We set ! = 3 to give more importance
to the assessments of highly trusted students and less
importance to less trusted ones (as explained in Sub-
section 3.3).

– We count the number of suggested marks generated
by CF and COMAS. Note that initially the algo-
rithms may be unable to suggest assessments for all
assignments. As more teacher or student assessments
are introduced, more suggested assessments can be
calculated.

– We calculate the error of the suggested marks with
respect to the ground truth for CF and COMAS. The
range of the error is [0, 1] and it is defined over the
set of assignmentsA accordingly:

Error =

X

↵2A
sim(µ⌧↵, µ↵)

|A| (6)

where µ⌧↵ is the teacher assessment and µ↵ is the
suggested assessment provided by COMAS or CF
for a given assignment ↵ 2 A. When a suggested
assessment for a given assignment can not be cal-
culated (ignorance) we assume a default assessment
with mark �/2 in all evaluation criteria.

4.2. Evaluation with Real Data

In this section, we present experiments performed over real
data coming from two English language classrooms (30 14
years old students). The classrooms belong to the Secondary
School ‘Torras i Bages’ in L’Hospitalet de Llobregat, near
Barcelona. Two di↵erent tasks were given to the classroom: an
English composition task and a song vocabulary task. A total
of 71 assignments were submitted by the students and marked
by the teacher.

Student assessments took place at their computers room. Stu-
dents used Google forms to answer a defined set of evaluation
criteria (instructional rubrics) and assessed their fellow students
during a 1 hour period. A total of 168 student assessments were
completed by the students (each student assessed on average
2.4 assignments). The assessments were done using rubrics
specifically devised for the tasks. One rubric considered 3
evaluation criteria: focus, coherence and grammar conventions.
The second rubric considered 5 criteria: in-time submission,
requirements, precision, quantity and lyrics. All criteria had
marks varying from 1 (very bad) to 4 (very good). Students
had to mark each criteria on their own, without consulting the
teacher. Some of the criteria were objective (fulfillment of date
of submission, quantity of wh-question words that appeared on

a given song), but others were more subjective (focus, coher-
ence, originality).

Tables 1, 2 and 3 present detailed results averaged over 50
executions. We consider a subset of teacher assessments a⌧ = 4
(teacher assessments are 5.6% of the total number of required
assessments, the rest of teacher assessments are used only to
calculate the error). Table 1 shows the improvement of CO-
MAS over CF considering the number of final marks generated.
We notice that the improvement is remarkable, ranging between
78.80% and 104.65%. This highlights COMAS’s first point of
strength in outperforming CF: increasing the number of assess-
ments that can be calculated. Table 2 shows the improvement
of COMAS over CF in terms of the error generated. Here, the
error is calculated over the entire set of assignments, includ-
ing assignments that receive the default mark. This highlights
COMAS’s second point of strength in outperforming CF: de-
creasing the error of the assessments calculated. Finally, Table
3 shows the error of COMAS and CF when the assignments
that receive default marks are not considered. In this case, the
set of assignments considered for COMAS is di↵erent from the
set of assignments considered for CF. As such, we cannot com-
pute COMAS’s improvement over CF. Nevertheless, it is ob-
vious from the results presented by Table 3 that the improve-
ment of COMAS over CF is not as impressive as those of Table
2. Nevertheless, as simulated data will illustrate shortly, this
improvement increases for slightly larger numbers of student
assessments. We also note that COMAS is able to maintain a
similar error with respect to CF even when its set of final marks
is much larger, as shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Number of final marks generated with a⌧ = 4.
Average number
of assessments

per student CF COMAS Improvement
1 10.8 19.7 82.41%

1.5 17.2 35.2 104.65%
2 24.1 44.1 82.99%

2.4 28.3 50.6 78.80%

Table 2. Error with a⌧ = 4, measured with respect to the entire set of as-
signments (including assignments that receive default assessments)

Average number
of assessments

per student CF COMAS Improvement
1 0.4185 0.3850 8.00%

1.5 0.3955 0.3265 17.45%
2 0.3713 0.2939 20.85%

2.4 0.3563 0.2674 24.95%

Figure 3 presents further results for a⌧ = {2, 4, 6, 8} (teacher
assessments vary from 2.8% to 11.2% of the total number of
assessments needed). On the left side the precision improve-
ment of COMAS over CF is shown. In the center, we can see
the number of final assessments provided by each algorithm on
every iteration. The right side graphics are commented later.
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Table 3. Error with a⌧ = 4, measured with respect to di↵erent sets of as-
signments for CF and COMAS (as assignments that receive default assess-
ments are not considered, and these assignments are di↵erent for CF and
COMAS)

Average number
of assessments

per student CF COMAS
1 0.1884 0.1996

1.5 0.1944 0.2070
2 0.2014 0.2036

2.4 0.1996 0.1999

Results show that the number of final marks produced by
COMAS is significantly higher than the ones provided by CF
while the precision increases. We attribute this e↵ect to the
indirect trust relations that COMAS is able to calculate based
on student’s interaction. Indirect trust values allow COMAS to
take more information into account when calculating the final
mark, which permits the calculation of a larger number of marks
with a higher accuracy. These metrics improve as more student
assessments are considered. As more teacher assessments are
provided (higher a⌧), the number of final marks produced also
increase in both COMAS and CF.

Finally, on the right side of of Figure 3 we present a mea-
sure of COMAS’s error for indirect trust values. We calculate
such measure by removing a particular direct link from the trust
graph and calculating the alternative indirect trust link. Then,
we calculate the distance between the direct and the indirect
trust values. We do this for every possible direct link. This er-
ror gives us an idea of the accuracy of the generated trust graph.
We can observe how the error diminishes as the number of stu-
dent assessments increases in all scenarios. This indicates that
indirect trust values in fact become more accurate over time.

At the end of the experiments, we were able to calculate a
ranking of students based on the direct trust measure between
the students and the teacher. Overall, the teacher’s feedback
about the adjustment of such ranking compared to her experi-
ence in the classroom was very positive, providing the teacher
also with an additional metric about the performance of the
classroom with respect to student assessments.

We must take into consideration the fact that these peer-
assessment exercises were the first to be performed by the ma-
jority of the students, who were still learning how to use the
tool. So far, the results are getting better and better, as students
are becoming more familiar with the rubrics and Google forms,
and they are becoming less shy and more assertive in their as-
sessments. This experiment will continue to be carried out dur-
ing the whole school year, with di↵erent rubrics presented to
the students.

4.3. Evaluation with Simulated Data
In this section we extend the results observed in data coming

from real classrooms to larger classrooms. For this, we simulate
experiments with one teacher and 100 students.

We define the marks given in the simulation by building as-
sessment functions for the teacher and the students. We follow
the same distribution of mark distances between the teacher and

the students observed in real data. We define which student as-
sesses the assignments of which other student in our simulation
by considering di↵erent social network structures among stu-
dents.

4.3.1. Assessment Functions
For every assignment ↵ 2 A, we define the assessment func-

tion f⌧ : A ! [0, �]n. This function essentially describes what
mark would the teacher give to ↵, if s/he decided to assess it.
The values of this function are generated randomly.

For every assignment ↵ 2 A, we also define an assessment
function for each student ⇢ 2 S, f⇢ : A ! [0, �]n, such that:
sim( f⇢(↵), f⌧(↵))  d⇢, where d⇢ 2 [0, 1] specifies how close the
student’s assessments are to that of the teacher. Therefore ev-
ery student in the simulation is characterized by this closeness,
which defines the quality of their assessments. We sampled d⇢
from the distance probability distribution between the teacher
and the students in the real dataset.

4.3.2. Social Network Generation
We assume students in online learning communities prefer to

assess the assignments of students they know, or have a certain
social relationship with, as opposed to picking random assign-
ments. For instance a social relation will be born between two
students if they interact with each other, say by collaboratively
working on a project together or by chatting on the forum of the
course.

We define a social network as a graph N where the set of
nodes are the members of the learning community: the teacher
and students, and edges represent their social ties. We rely on
such social networks to simulate which student will assess the
assignment of which other (neighboring) student.

We clarify that social networks are di↵erent from the trust
graph of Section 3. While the nodes of both graphs are the
same, edges of the social network represent social ties, whereas
edges in the trust graph represent how much does one referee
trust another in judging the others’ work.

Several models have been proposed to simulate social net-
works. Topological and structural features of such networks
have been explored in order to understand which generating
model resembles best the structure of real communities (Fer-
rara and Fiumara, 2011; Phelps, 2013). Here we followed three
di↵erent approaches:

• Random Network. The Erdős-Rényi model (Erdős and
Rényi, 1959) for random networks consists of a graph con-
taining n nodes connected randomly. Each possible edge
between two vertices may be included in the graph with
probability p and may not be included with probability
(1 � p). In addition, in our case there is always an edge
between the node representing the teacher and the rest of
nodes, as the teacher knows all of its students (and may
eventually mark any of them). The degree distribution of
random graphs follows a Poisson distribution.
Figure 4(a) shows an example of a random graph with
nodes and p = 0.5 and its degree distribution. Note that
the point with degree 50 represents the teacher node while
the rest of the nodes degree fit a Poisson distribution.
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Fig. 3. Experiments with Real Data
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• Power Law Network. The Barabási-Albert model
(Barabási and Albert, 1999) for power law networks base
their graph generation on the notions of growth and prefer-
ential attachment. Nodes are added one at a time. Starting
with a small number of initial nodes, at each time step we
add a new node with m edges linked to nodes already part
of the network. In our experiments, we start with m + 1
initial nodes. The edges are not placed uniformly but pref-
erentially in proportion to the degree of the network nodes.
The probability p that a new node is connected to a node i
already in the network depends on the degree ki of node i,
such that: p = ki/

Pn
j=1 k j. As above, there is also always

an edge between the node representing the teacher and the
rest of nodes. The degree distribution of this network fol-
lows a Power Law distribution.

Figure 4(b) shows an example of a power law graph with
51 nodes and m = 16 and its degree distribution. The point
with degree 50 describes the teacher node while the rest of
the nodes closely resemble a power law distribution. Re-
cent empirical results on large real-world networks often
show, among other features, their degree distribution fol-
lowing a power law (Ferrara and Fiumara, 2011).

• Cluster Network. As our focus is on learning commu-
nities, we also experiment with a third type of social net-
work: a cluster network which is based on the notions of
groups and hierarchy. Such networks consists of a graph
composed of a number of fully connected clusters (where
clusters may represent classrooms or similar pedagogical
entities). Additionally, as above, all the nodes are con-
nected with the teacher node.

Figure 4(c) shows an example of a cluster graph with 51
nodes, 5 clusters of 10 nodes each and its degree distribu-
tion. The point with degree 50 describes the teacher while
the rest of the nodes have degree 10, since every student is
fully connected with the rest of the classroom.

4.3.3. Evaluation
We run the experiments in the three types of social networks

introduced earlier: random social networks (with 100 nodes,
p = 0.5, and approximate density of 0.5), power law networks
(with 100 nodes, m = 32, and approximate density of 0.5), and
cluster networks (with 100 nodes, 5 clusters of 20 nodes each,
and approximate density of 0.2).

We perform 500 iterations of student assessments (each stu-
dent marks 5 other fellow students in average). In every iter-
ation, one student assessment is chosen randomly, where the
evaluated student and the referee are neighbors in the social
network. We have three evaluation criteria and maximum mark
� = 10.

Detailed results for a⌧ = 5 (5 % of the total number of re-
quired assessments) in the Random social network case appear
in Tables 4,5 and 6, averaged over 50 executions. Further re-
sults with a⌧ = {5, 10, 15, 20} (teacher assessments vary from
5% to 20% of the total number of required assessments) are
presented in all social network topologies on Figure 5. On the

(a) Random Network (approx graph density 0.5)

(b) Power Law Network (approx graph density 0.5)

(c) Cluster Network (approx graph density 0.2)

Fig. 4. Social Network generation examples

left side we show the precision improvement and on the right
side the number of final assessments.

Table 4. Number of final marks generated with a⌧ = 5.
Average number
of assessments

per student CF COMAS Improvement
1 9.3 12.2 31.18%
2 20.4 56.6 177.45%
3 36.2 92.5 155.52%
4 53.2 98.6 85.34%
5 68.1 99.6 46.26%

Results observed in real data are mostly maintained in the
synthetic data when scaling to larger social networks (where
we note that similar results were observed in all topologies).
In other words, Table 4 (similar to Table 1) highlights CO-
MAS’s first point of strength in outperforming CF: remarkably
increasing the number of assessments that can be calculated.
Table 5 (similar to Table 2) highlights COMAS’s second point
of strength in outperforming CF: remarkably decreasing the er-
ror of the assessments calculated. However, Table 6 illustrates
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Table 5. Error with a⌧ = 4, measured with respect to the entire set of as-
signments (including assignments that receive default assessments)

Average number
of assessments

per student CF COMAS Improvement
1 0.4981 0.4969 0.24%
2 0.4951 0.4656 5.96%
3 0.4906 0.3886 20.79%
4 0.4755 0.3440 27.66%
5 0.4569 0.3205 29.85%

Table 6. Error with a⌧ = 4, measured with respect to di↵erent sets of as-
signments for CF and COMAS (as assignments that receive default assess-
ments are not considered, and these assignments are di↵erent for CF and
COMAS)

Average number
of assessments

per student CF COMAS
1 0.2506 0.2494
2 0.2484 0.2356
3 0.2433 0.2041
4 0.2342 0.1781
5 0.2227 0.1626

that even when the error of COMAS and CF is calculated by
not considering the assignments that receive default marks, CO-
MAS still achieves remarkably lower error than CF for cases
when the average number of student assessments is larger than
or equal to 3. We were not able to observe this behaviour in the
results of the real dataset (Table 3) because the average number
of students’ assessments in the real dataset was less than 3.

5. Conclusion

The paper has presented a novel algorithm that suggests as-
sessments for assignments in the education domain based on
students’ assessments. We have experimentally showed that the
algorithm works well in a real setting, and that it scales for large
numbers of students. Furthermore, we illustrate that COMAS
outperforms the infamous CF algorithm in two di↵erent ways:
(1) by remarkably increasing the number of assessments that
can be calculated, and (2) by remarkably decreasing the error
of the assessments calculated.

The application presented in this paper is specially useful in
the context of MOOCs, where there is a low number of teacher
assessments and students are encouraged to interact and assess
one another. Direct and indirect trust measures can then be cal-
culated among students and COMAS can suggest assessments
accordingly. Experimental results show our method is able to
calculate a significant number of assessments with a low error
in cases where teacher information is limited.

We foresee several lines of future work. Error indicators can
be designed and displayed to the teacher managing the course,
for instance to inform the teacher about the assignments that
have not received any assessments yet, or the suggested marks
that are considered unreliable. For example, a suggested mark

Fig. 5. Experiments with Simulated Data on di↵erent social network
topologies of 100 students. It is hard to distinguish between di↵erent
topologies in the COMAS and CF case because di↵erences are minimal.
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on a given assignment may be considered unreliable if all, or the
majority, of students providing assessments for that assignment
are considered not trustworthy as their trust falls below a pres-
elected threshold. Alternatively, a reliability measure may also
be assigned to the computed trust measure TD. For instance, if
there is only one assignment that has been assessed by ⌧ and
⇢, then the computed TD(⌧, ⇢) will not be as reliable as having
a high number of assignments assessed by ⌧ and ⇢. As such,
some reliability threshold may be used that defines what is the
minimum number of assignments that both ⌧ and ⇢ need to as-
sess for TD(⌧, ⇢) to be considered reliable. Providing such error
indicators can help the teacher decide whether to assess more
assignments, which would then result in improving the error or
it may increase the set of suggested assessments. Finally, if the
error reaches a satisfactory level for the teacher, the teacher can
decide to endorse and publish the marks. In addition, the trust
measures themselves can be an indicator for the teacher of the
student’s learning progress over time.

Another interesting line for future work could focus on high-
lighting the missing connections in the trust graph, that if intro-
duced they would improve the graph’s connectivity, maximize
the number of direct edges, or decrease the error. The question
that follows then is: what assignments should be recommended
to which students to assess next, such that the trust graph and
the overall assessment outcome would improve? Additionally,
future work may also study di↵erent approaches for calculat-
ing indirect trust values between referees. In this paper, we use
the product operator. We suggest to study a number of opera-
tors, and run an experiment to test which is most suitable. To
do such a test, we may calculate the indirect trust values for
edges that do have a direct trust measure, and then see which
approach for calculating indirect trust gets closest to the direct
trust measures.

Finally, a graphical representation of the consensus status of
the class, as the one proposed in Wu et al. (2015) for a social
network, could be useful as a pedagogical tool. Students could
see graphically how close/far their assessments are with respect
to the teacher and their students, and teachers could visually
identify assignments with discordant opinions. This tool could
complement the reliability ranking of students discussed in Sec-
tion 4.2, generated for the teacher and based on the direct trust
measure between the students and the teacher.
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